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Introduction
The AVG Community Powered Threat Report is based on the Community Protection Network traffic and data, collected over a three-month period,
analyzed by AVG Threat Labs. It provides an overview of web, mobile devices, Spam risks and threats. The statistics referenced are obtained from the AVG
Community Protection Network.
AVG Community Protection Network is an online neighborhood watch, helping everyone in the community to protect each other. Information about the
latest threats is collected from customers who choose to participate in the product improvement program and shared with the community to make sure
everyone receives the best possible protection.
AVG has focused on building communities that help millions of online participants support each other on computer security issues and actively contribute
to AVG’s research efforts.

Q4 2011 Highlights

Web Threats
The most active threat on the Web,
47.6% of detected malware

Blackhole Exploit Kit

The most prevalent exploit toolkit in the
wild, accounts for 80.2% of toolkits
Exploit toolkits account for 58% of all
threat activity on malicious websites
Of malware are using external hardware
devices (e.g. flash drives) as a
distribution method (AutoRun)

Blackhole
58%
12.08%
Mobile Threats
com.depositmobi

The most popular malicious Android
application

~1 Million

Malicious events detected during Q4
2011

Messaging Threats (Spam)
Is the top Spam source country

United States

Of Spam messages originated from the
USA followed by the UK with 9.1%
Top domain in Spam messages
Is the top language used in Spam
messages (70.1%)

45%
Facebook.com
English
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Key Points – Q 2011
Free offerings from cyber criminals are getting smarter and also available on mobile platforms. This is how we summarize the recent trends in the malware
world during Q4 2011. Web, PC and mobile threats are sharing similar techniques, becoming smarter and always have a monetization method behind them,
even if they are initially offered for free.
Malware targeting mobile devices evolves frighteningly fast and the magnitude has the potential of being even more destructive than before. At the end of
2010, numbers already indicating that new mobile devices were overtaking new purchased PCs. The numbers are very impressive; vendors shipped 100.9
million smart phones during the fourth quarter of 2010, while IDC logged 92.1 million PC shipments during the same time period 1. Smart phones surpassed
PC shipments much faster than expected.
0F

While consumers are going mobile, so are the cyber criminals. We have witnessed the use of the same malicious intent tactics targeting mobile devices:
social engineering, stolen or fake certificates to sign malware, rootkits and other tactics.
The main stories spotted by AVG Threat Labs during Q4/2011:

Web Threats – First round for free, second round with a threat
“Old habits die hard”: cyber criminals are up to their old tricks, apparently the use of fake antivirus product is still successful. The only difference is
the infection method. In this report, we cover an infection method called ‘2nd click redirection mechanism’ which eventually redirects to a Fake AV
scanner (Rogue AV) page that tries to lure users into downloading and paying for an AV scanner which “removes” fictitious malware. Another
important aspect of this story is showing that the ‘under world’ of cyber crimes is organized. Malicious websites do not only share traffic, they also
share owners.

PC Threats – Rootkits are getting smarter and smarter
If you think that rootkits are history, think again. Rootkits are alive and kicking. Rootkits are evolving to be much more sophisticated, and some
interesting samples show up every few months. Rootkits evolved from commercial use (SONY DRM 2) through to financial use (Greek wiretapping
case 3) to cyber warfare with a very specific target (Stuxnet, Duqu 4). Currently we are witnessing the first phase of rootkits evolution on mobile
devices (CarrierIQ 5). We anticipate that the mobile rootkit evolution will be similar to the PC rootkit’s evolution.
1F
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Mobile Threats – Stolen digital certificates in the Mobile malware world are now a reality, as they are in the PC world
During 2011, we often reported on the rapid growth of malware targeting Android devices (see AVG’s Q2 threat report); we presented various
examples of malicious code and infection methods. This trend continues to grow, against a backdrop of enormous growth of activated Android
devices in the past 6 months, from 100 Million devices (May 2011) to 200 million devices (Nov 2011) and over 550,000 activations daily 6:
5F

Figure 1 - Android Activated Devices (Source:
engadget.com)

In this report, we will cover how malware targeting mobile devices is following the steps of its ancestor, PC malware. Malware writers are using the
same extremely sophisticated techniques when targeting mobile devices. In the last year we have seen an increase of using legitimate certificates,
issued by certificate authorities, to sign malware. This has already become a serious problem on the PC world. In this report we will demonstrate
that this problem is going to be much more significant in the smart phone market, especially Android based devices.

Printed malware – QR symbols are becoming popular for mobile users to insert text and URLs into the mobile device
without typing, malware included.
In this report we will review a new technique used by hackers to mislead users to scan QR codes that download malware into their mobile devices.
This new technique is expected to gain momentum in 2012 and beyond, as the user does not know what lies behind the QR code until the malware
is already installed and running.
1

http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2379665,00.asp
http://www.businessweek.com/technology/content/nov2005/tc20051117_444162.htm
3
https://www.pcworld.com/article/134398/greek_spying_case_uncovers_first_phone_switch_rootkit.html
4
https://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9185919/Is_Stuxnet_the_best_malware_ever_
5
http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2011/dec/15/carrier-iq-faces-us-probe
6
http://www.engadget.com/2011/11/16/google-200-million-android-devices-activated-over-550-000-acti/
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Quarterly Key Metrics: July - September 2011

Metrics - Web Threats
Top 10 Web Threats Prevalence Table Q4 2011
This prevalence table shows top web threats as reported by the AVG
community regarding Web Threats
Blackhole Exploit Kit

Link to Exploit Site

Pharmacy Spam Site

Top 10 Web Threats Prevalence Chart Q4 2011

Pages containing script code characteristics of
the Blackhole exploit kit, which is used to
install a range of malware
These pages contain links to known exploit
sites. In some cases, malicious code is
automatically downloaded without any user
intervention
The Pharmacy Spam sites appear to be
legitimate online pharmacies, but usually are
facsimiles of real sites. These fake pharmacies
often supply generic, or even fake, drugs
rather than the brands advertised, and
reportedly often deliver no drugs at all

Rogue Scanner

Pages containing fake virus scanners, or
appear to be pages pushing fake antivirus
products. Such pages intend either (or both) to
lure end user to buy worthless software, or to
install malware under the cover of seemingly
useful software

Social Engineering

These pages contain code/information which
tries to lure people into downloading
malicious code

Script Injection

Injection of code by an attacker, into a
computer program to change the course of
execution

Phoenix Exploit Kit

Exploit toolkit which is used to install a range
of malware

Fragus nulled
exploitkit

Exploit toolkit which is used to install a range
of malware

NeoSploit Exploit kit

Exploit toolkit which is used to install a range
of malware

Incognito Exploit kit

Exploit toolkit which is used to install a range
of malware
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1.24%
3.67%

3.40%

0.96%

Blackhole Exploit Kit

4.20%

Link to Exploit Site

3.77%

Pharmacy Spam Site

5.84%

47.62%
8.40%

Rogue Scanner
Social Engineering
Script Injection

10.36%
10.55%

Phoenix Exploit Kit
Fragus nulled exploit ki
NeoSploit Exploit Kit
Incognito Exploit Kit
Others

Top 10 Malware Threats Prevalence Table Q4 2011
This table presents top traditional malware as detected by
AVG Threat Labs
Worm/AutoRun
12.08%
Win32/Heur

10.18%

Worm/Downadup

5.42%

Generic4.CDBG

3.71%

Top 10 Malware Prevalence Chart Q4 2011

12.08%
10.18%
5.42%

52.58%

Generic20.GJD

3.24%

Worm/Generic_c.ZS

3.23%

Win32/Virut

2.59%

JS/POPUP

2.44%

Win32/Sality

2.38%

3.71%

3.24%
2.59%
2.14%

HTML/Framer

2.14%

2.38%

3.23%

2.44%

Worm/AutoRun

Win32/Heur

Worm/Downadup

Generic4.CDBG

Generic20.GJD

Worm/Generic_c.ZS

Win32/Virut

JS/POPUP

Win32/Sality

HTML/Framer

Other

Behavior Categories Chart Q4 2011
This table presents threats prevalence as detected by AVG’s Identity Protection engine. This patent-pending technology looks at what the software does
during execution. Using various classifiers and advanced algorithms, this technology determines the hostile behavior of files and prevents their execution

3%

3%

1%
6%

4%

35%

5%
5%
6%

8%
15%

9%

Trojan

Adware/Spyware

Downloader

Adware

Signed

Virus

Malware

PUA - Potentially Unwanted Application

Backdoor

Network Worm

password-stealer

Other
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Top Exploit Toolkits Seen in Q4 2011
These metrics present the top five exploit toolkits in terms of malicious web
activities. Criminals are increasingly utilizing toolkits to carry out cyber attacks.
In many cases, using these attack toolkits does not require technical expertise

1
2
3
4
5
6

Blackhole

80.2%

Fragus

10.8%

Seosploit

4.2%

Neosploit

4.0%

Bleeding Life

0.5%

Others

0.3%

Distribution of Android Threats - Q4 2011

Mobile Threats Q4 2011
Hacking
Tools
8%
Malware
14%

Rooting Tools
78%
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Metrics - Email Threats
Top Domains in Spam Messages Q4 2011

Top 5 Languages in Spam Messages Q4 2011

Top domains used in Spam messages

1
2

Facebook.com

7.3%

twitter.com

4.2%

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

gmail.com

3.1%

akamai.net

2.7

yahoo.com

2.4%

hotmail.com

2.4%

chtah.com

1.9%

linkedin.com

1.5%

amazonaws.com

1.5%

Top languages used in global Spam messages

1
2
3
4
5

Top Countries of Spam Senders Q4 2011

Top Spam source countries

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

United States

45.5%

United Kingdom

9.1%

Germany

5.4%

France

4.5%

Brazil

4.5%

Netherlands

3.0%

Canada

2.7%

Australia

2.1%

Italy

1.6%

South Africa

1.5%
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English

70.1%

Portuguese

6.9%

French

3.6%

German

2.8%

Dutch

2.7%

Web Risks & Threats
Second-Click Redirect Mechanism
First round comes free, second round comes with a threat.
The AVG Threat Labs have been monitoring a second-click redirect mechanism that delivers rogue security products. The redirect technique can be seen on
many dubious websites. In Q4 2011, AVG’s LinkScanner has blocked almost 8 millions attempts to redirect visitors to an installation of rogue antivirus
software (Fake AV) and exploit kits, using this technique. The 8 millions attempts were detected on ~1700 domains, which also were using a specific rotator
script to share traffic with other websites.
The use of a multi-click rotation script and traffic sharing between partner’s websites becomes common these days; this method is not necessarily being
used to spread malware, it can be used for legitimate purposes as well. A user can go to a specific site, click on an image and will be redirected to another
site (which offers pay-per-click revenue, for example) on the first click on the images. In case the user is persistent enough to hit the browser “back” button
and click the original thumbnail picture or a completely different thumbnail, he will be redirected to another website that has partnered with the original
site to exchange traffic.
The malicious use of a multi-click rotation script is done as follows. There are many sites on the internet that simply present a large number of thumbnail
pictures that lead visitors to other sites to see free movies, photos or offer many other related services. When a user clicks on a thumbnail photo, he is
redirected to another website as expected, however, when returning to the original site and selecting a second thumbnail photo (could be the same one),
he will be redirected to a site that tries to install Fake Antivirus software.
The behavior of a Fake antivirus is well known already:
Fake AV claims to ‘scans’ the user’s machine and presents fake detection results at the end of the scan, the user is immediately offered a “free” removal
tool (figure 2).

Figure 2 - Fake Detections
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Following that, the installation of the Fake AV will initiate (Figure 3).

Figure 3 - installation Process

Following the installation, the Fake AV claims to have detected additional malware (Figure 4,5)

Figure 4 - Additional "Malware" Detected

Figure 5 - Additional "malware"
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At this point, in order to remove the threats, the user is requested to buy a license of the “security software” which obviously does not remove any “nonexistent threats” (Figure 6). This is the most common monetization technique hackers are using on the web.

Figure 6 - The Punch Line

Behind the Scenes
The second-click logic is controlled by a cookie saved on user’s machine, and server-based PHP code. Each of the thumbnails on these sites is linked to a
server-side PHP script with a long list of arguments, including what sites to redirect to. The destination site is usually, though not always, related to the
thumbnail image.
The first time the PHP script is called (on the first click), the PHP code sets a cookie’s time stamp (for example: tstate="1322768477.0"), the timestamp is
followed by a zero (decimal point) and sends the browser to the actual requested website.
On the second call, when the user clicks on a thumbnail, the PHP code checks the cookie time stamp to see whether the user already visited the first time, it
then adds the current time (tstate= "1322768477.1322768612") and redirects to a malicious website that serves a Fake AV.
Once the user’s machine has the full tstat cookie set, it is no longer redirected to a malicious site. Users only get redirected to the fake scan page the
second time they click a thumbnail. Therefore disabling cookies protects the user, since tstat is never set.
Prevalence of the Second-Click Mechanism
Although we found the second-click mechanism on ~8 million pages, the majority of hits came from a much smaller number of domains (~1700). Below is a
list of the top 25 sites that were reported by AVG community members (figure 7)

Figure 7 - Top Leading Sites Using the 2nd Click Mechanism

We have discovered that these sites (figure 7), do not only share traffic or redirect visitors to malicious sites, they also share the same owners! Many of
these sites are connected in such a way that their owner is monitoring statistics using the same Google analytics account.
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Even though the websites' owner’s contact details are obviously hidden (the majority of them are hidden but not all), we found that they are connected.

Figure 8 - List of Sites Being Monitored by the Same Owner

Figure 8 shows a list of sites being monitored by the same owner using the same Analytics account. Some of them are highly ranked by Alexa.
Recommendations

•
•

Be careful out there. Pay attention where you surf on the web, especially when dubious websites are concerned.
Keep your Anti Malware software enabled and up-to-date

Scammers are out there, be aware that “All that GLITTERS isn’t gold”, not all “security software” is really security software.
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Rootkits
About Rootkits 7
A rootkit is a piece of malware that allows privileged access (root level access) to a computer while actively hiding its presence from administrators. It can
do this by subverting standard operating system functionality or other applications.
Most rootkits are classified as malware, because the payloads they are bundled with are malicious.
A Cyber Criminal installs a rootkit on a computer after first obtaining root-level access, either by exploiting a known vulnerability or by obtaining a
password. Once a rootkit is installed, it allows the cyber criminal to mask the ongoing intrusion and maintain privileged access to the computer.
Rootkit detection is challenging because rootkits may be able to subvert the software that is intended to find it. Detection methods include using an
alternative and trusted operating system; behavioral-based methods; signature scanning; difference scanning and memory dump analysis. The removal
process can be complicated, particularly in cases where the rootkit resides in the kernel.
Evolution
Malicious Rootkits started to appear around 1999 and still represent a big challenge for security vendors. Today’s rootkits evolved to be much more
sophisticated and some interesting samples show up every few months. While some of them start and end as proofs of concepts, many of them are used by
cyber criminals, and we can see them ‘in the wild’– usually protecting something really nasty.
Rootkits raised public’s awareness with the infamous Sony DRM scandal back in 2005 through to the Greek wiretapping case (2004–2005) and with the
publicity of Stuxnet and Duqu, which were used in Cyber-warfare.
Rootkits evolved from commercial use through a financial use to cyber warfare with a very specific target.
In this report, we will cover one of the most interesting samples recently detected, ZeroAccess (aka ZAccess).
ZeroAccess
ZeroAccess is a family of Kernel mode rootkits which targeting windows based machines. ZeroAccess is very sophisticated, very effective and uses advanced
anti-forensic features. The main purpose of these rootkits is to provide a platform for distribution of other malware similar to Win32/Alureon rootkit in the
past (fake antivirus or custom key-logger components, for example). Each rootkit is aimed to be stealthy, undetectable and, of course irremovable. Zero
Access rootkit use undocumented system features, low-level API calls and altogether, it could be considered as state-of- art malware. Let’s have a look at it.
This piece of malware is a kernel mode rootkit, which is designed to hide itself, as well as eventually load custom kernel modules into kernel memory and
execute them. PE (Portable executable) file infection has been observed as well, in order to increase survivability on an infected computer. The infection
itself consists of several phases:
1. The Dropper – the dropper of Win32/ZeroAccess is an executable file. The machine gets infected with this dropper through drive-by download or
through social engineering, which lures the end user to download an executable. Upon execution, the dropper chooses a system driver as a target
for infection, backups the original driver and runs the infected one. The dropper is being deleted right after this action.
2. The Driver – it randomly selects a driver to infect by enumerating all kernel modules, using the undocumented call to ZwQuerySystemInformation
(figure 9):

Figure 9 - undocumented call to ZwQuerySystemInformation

Because the rootkit uses a Windows driver to infect, it must also keep the original driver image to keep the boot process unharmed. The original
driver is stored within the rootkit’s encrypted storage (a folder within the Windows directory, figure 10). Furthermore, the rootkit hides the content
of the infected driver. It uses the same method that has been used by Win32/Alureon at times when it infected a random system driver. The trick is
based on creating artificial incoherence between system cache and the on-disk file. The file stored is then encrypted using RC4 algorithm.

7

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rootkit
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Figure 10 - The Original Driver is Stored Within the Rootkit’s Protected Storage in a File

3. The most interesting part of this rootkit is the method used to protect itself from anti-malware software, the “bait” (tripwire) – this rootkit ensures
staying on the system and running properly:
a. The first method relies on the fact that security software often scans Windows alternate data streams (aka ADS 8) of files. The rootkit
creates a “bait” service with a random name (installed as \systemroot\740567228:1138219987.exe, figure 11). The service is of the
structure type SERVICE_OWN_PROCESS and its image file is stored in the alternate data stream (ADS).

Figure 11 - The "Bait"

The protection of the process against AV scanners is performed by hooking the nt!IoIsOperationSynchronous function ( figure 12):

Figure 12 - nt!IoIsOperationSynchronous Hooking

This kernel-mode function is often called during file open operations. When an application or a driver is caught opening the alternate data
stream on that service, the process is killed and the image file’s security descriptor is modified so that it is not allowed to be executed
again.
b. The second anti-security-software method (ab)uses the fact that most of the security software scans system services from the system
registry, such as HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Services. The rootkit installs a registry callback and observes attempts to query the value
of “ImagePath” registry value. This registry value, presented in service database, contains the name of the binary that is used to create the
service. Once an application/process reads this value more than 64-times in a row, it is killed and disabled as mentioned above.

8

ADS: A stream is a sequence of bytes. In the NTFS file system, streams contain the data that is written to a file, and that gives more information about a file than
attributes and properties. http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa364404.aspx
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Malicious Activity
• ZeroAccess logs and reports user's activity to a remote server.
• ZeroAccess can hide its connections to a remote server
• ZeroAccess can terminate security software, which is running on the machine.
• ZeroAccess is waiting for instructions from the Command and Control server.
Recommendations
• Check before you click: be aware not to fall into the traps set by cyber criminals using social engineering, do not install any unknown / unfamiliar
executable file.
• Avoid accessing suspicious websites
• AVG products detect this malware and its variants, the whole family
• AVG provides free utility to remove ZeroAccess rootkit, available for download on our website.
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Mobile Devices Risks & Threats
Trusted Malware?
The title seems familiar to you? Of course it does; we have covered this subject in our Q2 Threat Report from the web point of view. In Q2, we anticipated
that ‘stolen keys’ such as digital certificates, tokens and passwords will eventually become a significant problem. This trend also covers mobile platforms.
It appears that mobile malware is getting to be more and more like PC malware. Only two quarters later, cybercriminals shifted quickly from PC to mobile
devices and use the same tricks attacking Android based devices.
Background 9
In order to deploy any application on Android devices (or on the Android Market), the application needs to be digitally signed. The private key is held by the
application's developer. The certificate does not need to be signed by a central authority; it can be signed by a third-party (OEM, operator, alternative
market) or self-signed.
There are several reasons why applications need to be signed:
• Trust - The Android system uses the certificate as a means of identifying the developer of an application and establishing trust relationships
between users and the developer.
• Application upgrade - Code signing allows developers to update their application seamlessly to the new version, without creating complicated
interfaces and permissions.
• Application modularity – The Android system allows applications that are signed by the same certificate to run in the same process (the system
treats them as a single application).
• Code/data sharing through permissions – The Android system provides signature-based permissions enforcement, so that an application can expose
functionality to another application that is signed with a specified certificate.
Digital Signature Pitfalls
As we learned from the Windows world, a digitally signed application does not necessarily equal trustworthiness, especially when it is self signed.
Maintaining the security of the private key is of critical importance, both to the developer and to the user. If the private key falls into the wrong hands, the
authoring identity and the trust of the user are compromised.
Stealing or faking a private key of a trusted source (developer), will allow cyber criminals to sign their malicious applications with the same key as the
trusted developer. By doing so, the cyber criminal could sign and distribute applications that maliciously replace the authentic applications or corrupt them.
Such a person could also sign and distribute applications under the developer’s identity that attack other applications or the system itself, corrupt or steal
user data. The reputation as a developer entity depends on securing the private key properly.
By impersonating as the trusted developer the cyber criminals can utilize the already established trust between the users and the developer and can
achieve faster distribution and high success rates. Cyber criminals could also fake a trusted signature and achieve the same advantages as described above.
AVG Threat Labs have witnessed several cases, which illustrate the above pitfalls:
•
•
•

9

Case #1 :Using fake certification used by malware
Case #2: Using leaked personal developer certificate
Case #3: Using Android Open sources Project (AOSP) certificate by malware

http://developer.android.com/guide/publishing/app-signing.html
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Case #1: Using a Fake Google Certificate – if you can’t have it, fake it
In the first example, we show how malware writers are using a fake Google certificate. Just for comparison, in figure 13, you can see a legitimate Google
certificate which is being used in a legitimate calendar application:

Figure 13 - Certificate of Legitimate Calendar Application

AVG Threat Labs have seen a malware by the name of ‘DroidKungFu’ (package name ‘com.adwo.android.games.mine’) that is using a fake Google
Certificate (Figure 14); this piece of malware circulates among alternative Chinese app markets:

Figure 14 - Fake Google certificate used by a malware

Below (Figure 15), you can see the difference between the legitimate Google certificate (on the left) and the fake Google certificate (on the right)

DroidKungFu –
Signed with a ‘fake’ certificate

Original legitimate Google certificate

Figure 15 - Legitimate vs. Fake Certificates
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This specific malware is requesting the following permissions (figures 16, 17):

This application is available for download from one of Android alternative markets, and disguises as a minesweeper game. You can well see that the
developer registered is ‘Android Developers’ (Mark with red underlined in figures 18,19)

Figure 17 - Permissions as Appear on the GUI

Figure 18 - Permissions in AndroidManifest.xml

Figure 16 - Original Download Site
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Figure 19 - Translated Page

Malicious Activity
This piece of malware is capable of rooting the vulnerable android phone. When the malware runs, it tries to gain root access on the device and also to
contact a remote server to send the collected information.
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Case #2: Lorenz Leaked Certificate Case – Don’t leave the (private) key out there, unprotected
In this case, the cyber criminal was impersonating a reputable developer by the name of Lorenz. This developer posted on his blog (www.londatiga.net), see
figure 20), a detailed procedure of how to sign android application (APK). Unfortunately, the developer included in his post also his private key, something
that should be kept private as the name suggests.

Figure 20 – Lorenz’s Blog

Sure enough, cyber criminals were quick in exploiting this opportunity and used his private key to sign their own malicious application (package name
(‘com.android.vending.sectool.v1‘). As said above, using a ‘reputable’ private key when uploading a malicious application to the market, almost guarantees
malware distribution.

The malware impersonates as a security tool released by Google, in figure 21, you can see a long list of permissions (as part of AndroidManifest.xml )

Figure 21 - ‘com.android.vending.sectool.v1‘ permissions

As seen in Figure 22, the malicious application is using Lorenz’s key:

Figure 22 - Application Certificate

Figure 23 shows the icon of the malware looks like:

Figure 23 Application's Icon
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The application is running in the background. No screen is opened when the application is running:

Case #3: Using AOSP certificate by malware – a home run
Android is an open-source software stack created for mobile phones and other devices. The Android Open Source Project (AOSP), led by Google, is tasked
with the maintenance and further development of Android 10.
Many device manufacturers have released devices running Android, and they are available around the world.
Developers use a publicly available private key that the Android Open Source Project (AOSP) contains.
The problem is that an application signed with the AOSP certificate is trusted and be granted permissions without user intervention when installed on most
custom ROMs as it is the same certificate as the system image.
It is good to mention that the Android emulators are using the AOSP certificate (not a specific manufacturer of an Android device).
The following is a certificate from a piece of malware with the package name ‘com.hotel’ (Figure 24)

Figure 24 - 'com.hotel' package certificate

Figure 25 - 'com.hotel' permissions

The permissions this malware request are (figure 25):

As it can be seen the details found in the certificate relate to Android project.

10

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Android_(operating_system)
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The icon of the malware looks like the following (figure 26):

Figure 26 'com.hotel' Icon

When the application is running the following screen appears (figure 27):

Figure 27 - 'com.hotel Screen

Another example that as described below, is an example of a semi-legitimate application (package name ‘nextapp.systempanel.r1 ‘) used to download and
install additional applications automatically.
The trick only works on rooted or ROMs signed with the AOSP certificate (figure 28), and is based on the SignatureOrSystem protection level of the
INSTALL_PACKAGES permission:

Figure 26 - AOSP Certificate
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The required permissions (figure 29):

Figure 27 - Application's Permissions

The icon of the malware looks like the following:

When the application is running, the following screen is displayed:

Recommendations
• Private Keys are called private with a reason. Keep them private and protected!
• Pay attention to the list of permission and if it makes sense to have it for this specific application.
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Printed Malware
Overview
Typing a long text, especially with different symbols in it, using keyboards of mobile devices is challenging. Switching back and forth between the keyboard
layouts to access the symbols or to accurately type the text without typos is not as simple as in desktop PC or Mac computers. This has become a major
issue for advertisers that are keen to get mobile users access their content.
Finding methods that can simplify this process and make it error free resulted in encoding the text into graphical symbols. Taking advantage of the built-in
camera in almost any mobile device and utilizing image processing algorithms, the typing process becomes as non-issue anymore. One frequently used
technique is known as QR codes (abbreviated from Quick Response code).
Today QR symbols are showing on almost any ad you find on the street, at a conference or even online. Mobile users can simply scan the QR symbol using
software on their mobile device and have their device transform it into meaningful information.
Trying to shorten the text, more specifically long URLs, isn’t new. Many Twitter users are familiar with URL shortening services like bit.ly and many others. A
URL such as http://www.avg.com/cz-en/free-antivirus-download can be shortened into http://bit.ly/vJGG2M.

QR codes as URL shortening are not 100% risk-free
Both URL shortening and QR codes are hiding behind their patterns a URL or text the users cannot identify until he/she is actively executing or scanning it.
However executing an unknown pattern of symbols on your trusted mobile or computer is something you should be careful with. This is almost the same
as running an unknown executable on your computer.
Exploiting URL shortening to hide malicious URLs is a reality since the very beginning of such services being introduced to users. Now is the time for QR
codes to serve malware or direct you to malicious URLs.
Printing QR codes hiding malicious URLs and sticking them on ads, papers or just uploading them online is a very simple and easy way to get people’s mobile
device infected.
Compromising websites and replacing their legitimate QR codes with malicious ones, will certainly not get the website owner attention fast enough before
the sites’ mobile visitors get infected.
We expect this infection method to increase in 2012 and beyond.

QR codes serving malware - Example
Late September 2011, a new malware that spreads through QR was found on a Russian website and forums. The posts about the malicious application
redirects the user to a site that contains Trojan embedded in the ‘Jimm’ mobile ICQ client.
Once the malicious QR code is scanned, the victim is redirected to a URL where the malicious application file can be found and downloaded.
The Trojanized application that the user thinks it downloads to his smartphone is an instant messaging client for ICQ network named ‘Jimm’.
The package name of the malware is “appinventor.ai_russ_support.JimmRussia“:

Permissions:

These are the permissions requested by the malware:

Appearance:

That is what seen after installing the application:

You can spot the ‘Russian connection’ in the text under the application icon.

After opening the application we can see the following screen:
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Malicious Behavior:

The malware sends SMS messages to premium numbers. The malware also redirects to a URL to download a malicious file.

Try it yourself
Scan the following QR code to find what’s behind these dots
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AVG Technologies is a global leader in security software, protecting more than 100 million consumers and small business computer users in 170 countries.
Headquartered in Amsterdam, AVG is the fourth largest vendor of anti-virus software and employs close to 600 people worldwide with corporate offices in
the US, the UK, the Netherlands, the Czech Republic, and Germany.
AVG has nearly two decades of experience in combating cyber crime and operates one of the world’s most advanced laboratories for detecting, preempting and combating web-borne threats from around the globe for both businesses and home customers.
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